We appreciate the opportunity to discuss body image further than was possible in our original Primer (Anorexia nervosa. Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers 1, 15074 (2015)) 1 in response to the correspondence by Prof. Dakanalis and colleagues (Body-image distortion in anorexia nervosa. Nat. Rev. Dis. Primers 2, 16026 (2016)) 2 . Body-image distortion (BID) is a frequently referenced symptom in those with anorexia nervosa (AN) and is part of the diagnostic criteria for AN 3 . Its underpinnings, neurobiologically or psychologically, are still under investigation and debate is ongoing whether cognitive, emotional or perceptual factors primarily drive this "disturbance in the way in which one's body weight or shape is experienced" (REF. 3 ). Early research noted that attitudes towards one's body -such as intense loathing of the body -were extreme in individuals with AN; furthermore, thin-body messages in the media have been shown to influence how individuals with AN view their body 4 . Indeed, over the past two decades, researchers have investigated whether differences in sensory perception contribute to BID in AN.
One school of thought is that AN is associ ated with a multisensory impairment of body perception, as Dakanalis et al. 2 pointed out and as reviewed by Gaudio et al. 5 . That review 5 searched the literature for possible alterations in body schema and perception in eating disorders and included studies on tactile perception, interoception and body perception. The authors concluded that AN is associated with an altered capacity to process and integrate bodily signals. However, not all studies support the notion of altered sensory processing in AN and their review might have been too selective 6, 7 . Other research went further and used functional MRI (fMRI) to identify brain regions that are involved in BID; many of those studies were reviewed by Gaudio and Quattrocchi 8 . Dakanalis et al. 2 deduct from these and other studies that there is now good evidence that BID is related to alterations of the pre frontal cortex, the insula and the amygdala and that the 'perceptive' component of BID is related to alterations of the parietal lobes, implicating spatial and body representations, body ownership and other features that require multisensory integration and visuospatial processing.
However, increasing evidence points in the other direction. That is, perceptual disturbance might not drive BID; instead, a cognitive drive for thinness and fear of weight gain might be at play. Research that tested sensory and non-sensory components of BID has shown no differences in sensory sensitivity between individuals with an eating disorder and controls, but that cognitive-emotional factors such as selfideal discrepancy and body dissatisfaction drive body-size estimation 9 . One study used computer-based body-distortion techniques and did not find that patients with AN overestimated their body dimensions 10 . Another study in which individuals manipulated their body size on a computer screen found that individuals with AN did overestimate their body size and that this process was driven by desire for thinness and body dissatisfaction, independent of body mass index -making a perceptual distortion unlikely 11 . One report specifically suggested that cognitive dysfunction in individuals with AN during the ill state might drive BID 12 , which is supported by other studies that suggested that there is a psychotic-delusional component to the overvalued ideas of thinness, particular in restricting-type AN 13 . An interesting concept that was developed in this context is that of thought-shape fusion 14 -a cognitive distortion in which an individual experiences increasing body size after thinking about certain types of food. Thought-shape fusion suggests that a top-down mechanism is driving body perception. Situational cues such as eating, thinking of one's appearance and thinking about how one is perceived by others have also been found to drive body image. Other factors that influenced body-size estimation and drove preoccupation with dieting in individ uals with AN include exposure to 'round' body shapes 15 .
Overall, general perceptual deficits in AN have not been uniformly identified, and whether perceptual deficits contribute to BID has not been conclusively determined. Although using fMRI to assess brain activation during body-image tasks might support the hypothesis of perceptual alterations in AN, the technique only measures blood flow. Accordingly, without good basic science or an animal model to help us to interpret the data, we are often left with conjecture -a general problem in brain imaging research in psychiatry. In summary, there remains uncertainty as to whether BID in AN is a primary perceptual problem or whether it is driven by cognitive-emotional processes; specifically, dissatisfaction with selfevaluation could manifest as a perfectionistic pursuit of thinness to attain and exceed a purportedly society-driven but unrealistic thin ideal. Problems with body image, which are an important source of distress in society, demand further research.
